In the era of big data, logistic planning can be made data-driven to take advantage of accumulated knowledge in the past. While in the movie industry, movie planning can also exploit the existing online movie knowledge library to achieve better results. However, it is ineffective to solely rely on conventional heuristics for movie planning, due to a large number of existing movies and various real-world factors that contribute to the success of each movie, such as the movie genre, available budget, production team (involving actor, actress, director, and writer), etc. In this paper, we study a "Blockbuster Planning" (BP) problem to learn from previous movies and plan for low budget yet high return new movies in a totally data-driven fashion. After a thorough investigation of an online movie knowledge library, a novel movie planning framework "Blockbuster Planning with Maximized Movie Configuration Acquaintance" (BigMovie) is introduced in this paper. From the investment perspective, BigMovie maximizes the estimated gross of the planned movies with a given budget. Meanwhile, from the production team's perspective, BigMovie is able to formulate an optimized team with people/movie genres that team members are acquainted with. We formulate the BP problem as a non-linear binary programming problem and prove its NPhardness. To solve it in polynomial time, BigMovie relaxes the hard binary constraints and addresses the BP problem as a cubic programming problem. This paper is the short version, and you can move to the full version of the paper to get more information. 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The booming movie industry has accumulated thousands of previous movies as well as their gross statistics, which may serve as a movie knowledge library to help achieve better results for future movie planning. Therefore it is no longer efficient to rely on conventional heuristics for comprehensive movie planning [1] . Data-driven movie planning methods are in great need to exploit the accumulated knowledge to support the decision-making process when planning for a new movie. The data-driven planning has shown a huge success on the well-known TV series "House of Cards", produced by Netflix, using the data collected from viewers 2 .
Generally, popular movie genres and renowned movie stars are the favorable choices during the planning so as to maximize the gross. But remuneration of the movie stars and movie's available budget also need to be considered in the movie planning. Meanwhile, a seamless collaboration among team members is the premise of high gross. For example, it will always be easier for directors to continue working on a new movie with the movie genre and production team members that they are acquainted with. And the old acquaintances can always have a tacit understanding and easy to arouse spark when they cooperate in their new movies.
Problem Studied: In this paper, a research problem, namely the "Blockbuster Planning" (BP) problem, is introduced. Given an online movie knowledge library which consists of the existing movie information, we plan the movie configuration including genre and production team for a new movie under a pre-specified budget. We note that although there are occasions where a low budget production with unknown stars becomes a hit, we focus on the common cases involving known persons with available data. The objective of an optimal planning is to achieve: (1) the maximized gross, and (2) the optimized acquaintance among the movie configuration factors.
The BP problem studied in this paper is a novel research problem, and few existing methods can be applied to solve it. The BP problem significantly differs from related works. (1) The movie gross prediction problem [2] studied in existing works merely focuses on inferring the movie gross while the BP problem aims at providing the optimal planning of various movie factors which can lead to the optimal gross for investors.
(2) BP and the viral marketing problems [3] are both planning problems that aimed at maximizing certain target objectives, but they are solving totally different problems in distinct scenarios: a) viral marketing problems are usually studied in online social networks based on certain information diffusion models, while the BP problem is studied in the online movie knowledge libraries instead; b) viral marketing problems aim at maximizing the infected users, while BP's objective is to maximize the movie gross; c) instead of selecting the optimal users in viral marketing problems, the BP problem aims at planning for an optimal movie factor configurations. Recently, a variation of the LT model named PNP [4] is proposed for the movie design problem. The objective of PNP is very similar to our work except that PNP aims to attract most of the target users but our model aims to achieve the maximum gross under the given budget. (3) Different from conventional team formation problems [5] , where team members are planned for the entrepreneurial team project base on satisfying skill qualification and minimizing the communication cost of the team members, our method also aims to maximize movie gross.
The BP problem is challenging to solve due to: • Unknown movie success factors, we need to understand which contributing factors influence the success of a movie. •Movie Gross/Budget Function, A proper estimation of the movie gross and budget will be required to understand how much gross (budget) can a movie make (require), given a configuration of the movie success factors.
•Movie Configuration Acquaintance Function, A function that can measure acquaintance properly is needed.
•NP Hardness: Based on our analysis, we demonstrate that the BP problem is actually an NP-hard problem, and no solution exists that can solve it in polynomial time if P = NP.
To solve the aforementioned challenges, a new movie planning framework BigMovie is proposed in this paper. The BP problem is formulated as a constrained optimization problem with hard binary constraints, which aims at maximizing the inferred gross function as well as the acquaintance measure. We further demonstrate that BP is at least as difficult as the Knapsack problem and the Maximal Clique problem, which renders the BP problem to be NP-hard as well. By relaxing the hard constraints, we introduce an approximation solution to resolve the problem in polynomial time. For the experimental result, we can see BigMovie outperforms the competitors. In addition, at the end of the paper, the case study is provided, which demonstrate that by using BigMovie, a lucrative movie planning can be achieved.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we will first define several important concepts used in this paper, and then provide the formulation of the BP problem.
A. Notation
At the beginning of this section, we will first define some notations used in this paper. Throughout this paper, we will use lower case letters (e.g., x) to denote scalars, lower case bold letters (e.g., x) to denote column vectors, upper case letters (e.g., X) to denote elements of matrices, upper case calligraphic letters (e.g., X ) to denote sets, and bold-face upper case letters (e.g., X) to denote matrix and high-order tensors. T is used to represent the transpose of a vector (e.g., x T ). || · || 1 is the 1 -norm of vector (e.g., ||x|| 1 ).
B. Terminology Definition
Definition 1. Online Movie Knowledge Library: An online movie knowledge library can be represented as an undirected graph G = (M, C, E, A), where node set M = {m 1 , m 2 , ..., m n } denotes the set of n movies in the library and C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c l } is the set of l production team members. The node set C can be divided into C t ∪ C s ∪ C w ∪ C d , which denote the set of actors, actresses, writers and directors, respectively. Link E represents the relationship between movie production team and movies. For instance, link ((c i , m j ) ∈ E) indicates participation of a production team member c i in a movie m j . And set A denotes the attribute of node set M. For the movie m i , the relative attribute is
(mi) is the budget of movie m i and a g (mi) is the gross of movie m i . Definition 2. Movie Configuration: Each movie m i ∈ M in the online knowledge library will have an unique configuration, covering movie production team (involving actor, actress, writer and director), movie genre, etc, which can be represented as vector
where respectively represents the list of all actor, actress, writer, director and genre of a movie m i . N is the sum of length of those lists. Definition 3. Movie Configuration Acquaintance: Given two movie team members c i , c j ∈ C, c i = c j and a movie genre g k ∈ A g (mi) , their acquaintance can be represented as Acquaintance(c i , c j , g k ), denoting their historical collaboration frequency. For instance, if crews c i and c j participate t times in g k genre movie, Acquaintance( c i , c j , g k ) = t.
C. Problem Formulation Definition 4. Blockbuster Planning Problem: Given a fixed budget B, the objective of BP is to plan a movie configuration x that achieves maximum movie gross and maximum movie configuration acquaintance simultaneously, subject to the budget B.
Let Budget(x) denotes the cost by using movie configuration x, Gross(x) estimates the gross earned by using x and Acquaintance(x) measures the acquaintance of movie configuration. Formally, the BP problem aims at inferring the optimal movie configuration x * which can maximize the following objective function
In above equation, the concrete representation of function Budget(x) and Gross(x) will be provided in Section IV and function Acquaintance(x) will be provided in Section V-A. α is the coefficient of Gross(x) and β is the coefficient of function Acquaintance(x). Analysis of parameters α and β will be provided in the Section V-E.
III. ONLINE MOVIE KNOWLEDGE LIBRARY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Before introducing the method to solve the blockbuster planning problem, we first study the IMDB 3 datasets to provide some statistical analysis about the factors affecting movie gross. The analysis of the IMDB movies focuses on several important aspects like the gross, budget, genres and production team information (Actor, Actress, Director, Writer), which provides fundamental insights for the blockbuster planning framework. The statistical analysis is in the full vision paper. 4 Through the analysis, we find out the movie feature gross, budget and genres has a great effect on the success of a movie and we need to highly consider the configuration acquaintance when generating the movie configuration.
IV. MOVIE CONFIGURATION VERIFICATION
To verify the effectiveness of these factors aforementioned on estimating the movie gross and budget and to learn the weight of movie configuration, in this section, we will build a prediction model to learn their correlations.
A. Feature Extraction and Movie Budget/Gross Estimation
Features like actor, actress, writer and director are a bagof-words. Moreover, the relationship between a movie and its feature is one-to-many. For example, each movie belongs to more than one genre. And each movie has more than one actor or actress.
We use e to represent an element in the movie m i configuration
]. We use the binary value to set the element. Namely, for example, if actor t j participates in movie m i , then x tj (mi) equals to 1, otherwise, it equals to 0. In the same way, we can get the vector representation of x s (mi) , x d (mi) , x w (mi) and x g (mi) . After extracting all the features of a movie, we can train an approximation model of budget function and gross function. Since the cost and income of each production team member can not be negative, we use Lasso linear regression [6] and force the coefficients to be non-negative. Formally, they can be represented as:
where x is the movie configuration and B is the budget and G is the gross of movie in the IMDB knowledge base. w b and w g are the weights and b b and b g are the intercepts of function Budget(x) and function Gross(x) function respectively. λ is the coefficient of the 1 -norm regularization, which we set to 0.1 in the experiment.
B. Movie Budget/Gross Estimation Experiment Results
In the experiments, the 5-fold cross validations are performed on training data. We analyze the effectiveness of those features on function Budget(x) and function Gross(x) separately. To measure the performance, we use the mean Fig. 1 . The MAPE of different approximation models. Left is the budget approximation; Right is the gross approximation. The model uses the all information, which is Method ALL. The methods use the partial information, which are Method Genre: use the genre information, Method Actor: uses the actor feature, Method Actress: use the actress feature, Method Writer: use writer feature and Method Director: use director feature. absolute percentage error (MAPE) as the evaluation metrics which represent as follow:
where A t is the actual value and E t is the estimated value.
The experiment results are available in Figure 1 . The left part shows the MAPE on predicting the movie budget and the right part shows the MAPE of movie gross estimated by different methods. Our method can get accurately estimate the movie gross with a 0.26 mean absolute percentage error (and 0.16 for budget).
V. BLOCKBUSTER PLANNING: BIGMOVIE
Since we have already demonstrated that good collaboration between production team members is the safeguard for the profit of movie. Based on the movie gross, budget estimation and movie configuration acquaintance function, we provide the joint objective function of BigMovie and a cubic programming algorithm to effectively solve the objective.
A. Movie Configuration Acquaintance
As we discussed previously, it is advantageous to have production team members that have a strong collaboration to the other specific members and furthermore have strong acquaintance to the certain movie genre. Those two types of acquaintances have a great effect on the movie gross and movie budget, so finding the mathematical representation of the movie configuration acquaintance is important.
Movie Configuration Acquaintance Function: The binary relationship between two members cannot well represent their collaboration and movie genre need to be considered as well.
To solve these problems, we use a three dimensional tensor W a ∈ R C×C×G to represent movie configuration acquaintance, where the C is the dimension for the size of all cast, G is the dimension for the size of all movie genres. We propose to define the movie configuration acquaintance as follow: (5) where n and m are the production team member ∈ C. And l is the movie genre ∈ A g (mi)
B. Joint Objective Function
The objective of the BP problem is to find the optimal movie configuration x that can maximize the movie gross Gross(x) and movie configuration acquaintance Acquaintance(x) while not exceeding the movie budget bound B. So the joint objective function represents as:
where w g is the weight and b g is the intercept of function Gross(x); w b and b b are weights and intercepts of function Budget(x) we learned from section IV-A; α and β are parameters to adjust movie gross estimation and movie configuration acquaintance which are studied in Section V-E.
C. Prove NP-Hardness
In this section, we prove that the Blockbuster Planning with maximize movie configuration acquaintance problem is a NPhard problem.
In Equation 6 of the BP problem, two objectives equations are involved: the gross equation weighted by α, and the acquaintance equation weighted by β. By assigning α = 1 and β = 0, we will show that the Knapsack problem can be reduced to the BP problem, which is a classic NP-hard problem. Meanwhile, by assigning α = 0 and β = 1, we will show that the Maximal Clique problem can be reduced to the BP problem.
Given a set of items, each with a weight and a value, the Knapsack problem aims at picking the items to be included in a bag so that the total weight is less than a given limit while maximizing the total value. By treating items as features in the movie configuration vector x with corresponding values in vector w g and weights in vector w b , Knapsack problem can be exactly reduced to the BP problem (with α = 1 and β = 0), where the bag limit is denoted as the provided budget B. If we can identify an optimal movie configuration vector x, the items corresponding to the features with value 1 can be selected, which will be the optimal solution to the Knapsack problem.
Given an undirected graph formed by a finite set of nodes and a set of undirected edges, the k-Clique problem aims at determining whether there exist a clique involving k nodes in graph or not. Let a tensor W p denote whether nodes can form a triangle in the input graph or not. If nodes n i , n j , n k can form a triangle, then W p [i][j][k] = 1, and 0 if not. By treating each node in the graph as a feature to be determined in the movie movie configuration vector x and assign vectors w g , w b to be 1, the problem of identifying a clique of size k in the input graph (i.e., k-Clique problem) can be reduced to the problem of obtaining the optimal value of k(k − 1)(k − 1) in the BP problem, where the budget B takes value k. If we can identify an optimal value k(k − 1)(k − 1), then the nodes corresponding to features with value 1 will be selected to for a clique of size k in the input graph.
Therefore, the BP problem containing these two objectives makes itself at least as difficult as the Knapsack problem [7] and the Maximal Clique problem [8] , which renders the BP problem to be NP-hard.
D. Solving the Objective
Since this problem is NP-complete [9] and no polynomialtime solutions can solve the problem efficiently, we propose to solve the problem with two steps: (1) integer constraint relaxation, and (2) result post-processing. We relax the integer constraint on variables, and allow them to take real values in the range of [0, 1] to help address the problem in polynomial time [10] . Based on the obtained real-valued solution x denoting the score of the feature-gross links, we post-process the variable to binary values by pruning with a confidence threshold θ in [0, 1]. For the variables, e.g., if x i > θ, we will map x i to value 1; otherwise, x i will be mapped to value 0. After post-processing, we can obtain the final optimal movie plan by finding corresponding genre g i and team member c i for the movie m i having values x i = 1.
E. Experiments
In this section, we give the experimental analysis of BigMovie, and evaluate its performance for designing new movies. We seek to answer two main questions: Q1. How well does BigMovie quantitative performance? Q2. Is the movie planned by BigMovie reasonable?
1) A1: Quantitative Evaluation:
In order to quantitatively measure the performance, we use our method to design the movie production team setting or movie genre to see whether our model can match with the movie setting in the database. The BP problem is a new problem, and no existing methods can be applied to address it directly. To show the advantages of the framework BigMovie, we compare some other methods with BigMovie measured by accuracy and F1 score on production team and genre on 3, 156 IMDB movies separately. When studying the production team feature, we set the production team as unknown while the movie genre is given, and vice versa. The comparison methods used in the experiments are listed as follows:
• BigMovie: framework in the paper that achieves the maximum gross and maximizes the movie configuration acquaintance. By setting α = 1, then the performance of different β will be studied in the experiments.
• MaxG: aims to maximize the movie gross, which sets the objective function Eq. (6) with α = 1 and β = 0.
• MaxA: only considers the movie configuration acquaintance by setting the objective function Eq. (6) with α = 0 and β = 1.
• Greedy [11] : iteratively picks the greedy choice to maximize movie gross, by always choosing the maximum ratio of wg w b . Observation 1. As shown in Figures 5 and 6 , BigMovie outperforms the competing baselines MaxG, MaxA and Greedy and obtains higher accuracy and F1 score.
From the experiment results, we can see that BigMovie can get more than 90% accuracy on both genre and production team, which is consistently better than other methods on different β. When β = 0.0001, the best performance is achieved on production team and genre, as shown in Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 3(a), 3(b). With β = 0.0001, we study different ratios of positive and negative samples that are randomly selected, as shown in Figure 2 (c), 2(d), 3(c) and 3(d).
Observation 2. Maximizing both the movie gross and movie configuration acquaintance simultaneously can achieve best performance.
For methods only depending on maximizing the gross, MaxG and Greedy, because they do not depend on β, their performances do not change with different β. Since we use Lasso with non-negative constraint to learn the weight of budget and gross, most of weights we learned are zeros. Therefore, most candidates are not selected in the production team study, when using MaxG. Such planning is less ideal because not choosing any candidate is not the goal of an optimal planning. The Greedy method achieves higher accuracy than MaxG, but still has the same problem as MaxG. In the genre study, MaxG select all the candidate genre, so when the planning scale gets larger, its performance gets worse.
For the MaxA method which only uses movie configuration acquaintance part of objective function, in both production team and genre planning, it doesn't have the problem of not selecting any samples. This shows the importance of considering movie configuration acquaintance. But when the negative ratio gets bigger, MaxA performs worse. Since BigMovie outperforms MaxA, the results show the importance of considering simultaneously maximizing the movie gross and movie configuration acquaintance.
2) A2: Case Study:
We show a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. We choose "The Avengers" to plan, which has the fourth-highest movie gross on our dataset, $623.27 million. For fairness, we delete the other sequel movies of "Avengers". We provide movie genre "Action", "Adventure" and "Sci-Fi", movie budget and 250 random candidates to build an about 20 casts production team. The detail of planned movie configuration and actual movie configuration is shown in Table I .
Observation 3. BigMovie is rational and interpretive on planning the blockbuster movie.
In the planned movie configuration, we get a $654.52 million on gross which is higher than the gross in original movie, $623.27 million. All the members in the original movie are selected by BigMovie. Besides the actual members, we plan one more actor, actress and writer and two more directors which are shown with underscores. This planned configuration shows the effectiveness of our model, because it has a higher gross than the actual configuration and even if some casts was mistaken by us, all the planned casts are reasonable.
VI. RELATED WORK
We have clearly illustrated the significant differences of the BP problem from the existing works in Section I. In this
